Activation of DUM cell interneurons by ventral giant interneurons in the cockroach, Periplaneta americana.
Dorsal unpaired median (DUM) cells in orthopteran insects are known to contain the neuromodulatory substance octopamine, and DUM cells with peripheral axons augment synaptic activity at neuromuscular junctions. One of the most studied systems in the cockroach is the giant interneuron (GI) system which controls the initial movements of a wind-mediated escape response. Our data demonstrate that DUM cells that are restricted to the central nervous system (DUM interneurons) receive inputs from ventral giant interneurons (vGIs) but not from dorsal giant interneurons (dGIs). In contrast, DUM cells that have peripheral axons consistently fail to be excited by any giant interneurons. The DUM interneurons are excited by vGIs on both sides of the CNS and, when the vGIs are excited in pairs, summation occurs. Wind fields that have been generated for two of the DUM interneurons are omnidirectional. These data, taken along with the known association of DUM cells with the neuromodulatory substance octopamine, suggest that the DUM interneurons may act to modulate central synapses.